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GCA GREYHOUND OF THE MONTH AWARD MARCH 
2020 

“SIMON TOLD HELEN” 
The GCA Greyhound of the Month for March 2020 has been awarded to star Victorian chaser Simon Told Helen 
after his outstanding win in the Group 1 Perth Cup at Cannington on March 14th. 

                                            Simon Told Helen winning at the Meadows   
 
Simon Told Helen secured the second group 1 of his career with a superb sprinting performance in the Group 1 
Sky Racing Perth Cup Final (520m) at Cannington. 
Going into the $150,000 to-the-winner Perth Cup decider as the lone interstate runner, the David Burnett-trained 
son of Barcia Bale was by far the class runner, the budding superstar already the winner of four group races in 
his brief, yet spectacular career. 
And after beginning brilliantly out in box seven, Simon Told Helen was well on his way to adding another group 1 
win to his blossoming resume. 
Rattling off remarkable sectionals of 5.37 and 18.15, Simon Told Helen stopped the clock to score in 29.82, an 
incredible performance given the Perth Cup wasn’t even on trainer David Burnett’s radar 3 1/2 weeks ago. 
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Thundering home to record a half-length second in the showpiece event was hugely exciting prospect Zack Monelli 
for Dave Hobby, while third was Buster The Brute for Steve and Krystal Shinners, another one-and-a-quarter 
lengths away. 
The Perth Cup triumph took Simon Told Helen’s record to 12 wins from 19 starts with his stake earnings now 
$422,955. 
 
His group 1 Perth Cup and Silver Chief wins sit beside fellow group races successes in the group 2 Queensland 
Derby and group 3 Cup Night Sprint and group 3 Great Chase. 
 
Like many other top-class sprinters, it will be sometime before Simon Told Helen gets a crack at Group racing as 
most, if not all have been postponed due the current pandemic sweeping the nation.                                                                                                                                   
 
As usual there were some great greyhounds competing in March on various tracks around Australia. However, 
given the fact Simon Told Helen won two from two, both exceptional performances in the best of the night including 
a Group 1 final and a heat of a Group 1. He got the nod as the Greyhound of the Month. 
                                                                                                                          
Simon Told Helen is a Black Dog whelped January 2018 by Barcia Bale from Who Told Lindylu (Cosmic Rumble 
x Who Told Helen). He is raced by the Emma’s Boys Syndicate and trained by David Burnett at Little River in 
Victoria. He has now won 12 races and been placed four times from his 19 starts. Simon Told Helen’s overall 
prizemoney stands at $422,955.   
 

GCA congratulates owners the Emma’s Boys Syndicate, trainer David Burnett and Simon Told Helen on being 
awarded the GCA Greyhound of the Month for March 2020. He joins last month’s winner Fernando’s Riot and 
Zipping Veyron as the 2020 GCA Greyhound of the Month award winners. 
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